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Abstract
The anomalous characteristics of summer precipitation and atmospheric circulation in the East Asia–West Pacific Region
(EA–WP) associated with the co-action of East Asia/Pacific teleconnection–Silk Road teleconnection (EAP–SR) are investigated in this study. The compositions of EAP–SR phase anomalies can be expressed as pattern I (+ +), pattern II (+ −),
pattern III (− −), and pattern IV (− +) using EAP and SR indices. It is found that the spatial distribution of summer precipitation anomalies in EA–WP corresponding to pattern I (III) shows a tripole structure in the meridional direction and a
zonal dipole structure in the subtropical region, while pattern II (IV) presents a tripole pattern in meridional direction with
compressed and continuous anomalies in the zonal direction over the subtropical region. The similar meridional and zonal
structures are also found in the geopotential height anomalies at 500-hPa, as well as wind anomalies and moisture convergence at 850-hPa. Finally, a schematic mechanism for the EAP–SR co-action upon the summer precipitation in EA–WP
is built: (1) Pattern I (III) exhibits that the negative (positive) sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies over tropical East
Pacific may cause the enhanced (weakened) convective activity dominating the West Pacific, trigger the positive (negative)
EAP teleconnection and produce more (less) precipitation. Besides, the negative (positive) SST anomalies over the Indonesia
Maritime Continent (IMC) may further weaken (strengthen) anomalous downward (upward) motion over the South China Sea
(SCS), cause negative (positive) geopotential height anomalies at the middle troposphere and surrounding regions through
the function of the tropical Hadley circulation. Then the negative (positive) geopotential height anomalies could motivate
the positive (negative) EAP teleconnection through the northward propagation of wave-activity perturbation. Meanwhile, a
positive (negative) geopotential height anomalous pattern over Eastern Europe motivates a Rossby wave train propagation
from Western Europe to west-central Asia. This circumstance can cause suppressed (enhanced) convection and less (more)
precipitation over northwestern India and Pakistan, which could strengthen the negative (positive) geopotential height and
positive (negative) vorticity anomalies over central East Asia, resulting in a negative (positive) SR teleconnection along
the Asian jet stream. A positive (negative) lobe over the Korean Peninsula and Japan corresponding to SR overlaps with
a positive (negative) lobe of EAP, which strengthens the anomalous phase contrast on both sides of 120°E. Accordingly,
summer precipitation anomalies in EA–WP exhibit the meridional tripole pattern and the zonal dipole pattern. (2) Pattern
II (IV) indicates that the normal SST anomalies over the tropical East Pacific cause the weak tele-impact on the tropical
West Pacific, while the positive (negative) SST anomalies over the IMC will lead to a negative (positive) lobe of EAP over
the subtropical region. This circumstance can weaken the positive (negative) lobe of SR over subtropical region, causing
compressed and continuous negative (positive) anomalies of 500-hPa geopotential height and positive (negative) surface
precipitation anomalies from central East China to Japan.
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The East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) is an important
subsystem of the global climate system. The EASM has
obvious interannual variability and causes severe droughts
and floods in China, the Korean peninsula, Japan and many
other parts of East and South Asia (Nitta and Hu 1996;
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Huang et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2001). Therefore, the interannual variability of the EASM, especially the spatial and temporal variability of summer precipitation over East Asia, has
always been an imperative research task deserving interest
and attention from meteorologists involved in climate diagnosis and prediction (Webster and Yang 1992; Huang et al.
1993; Yang and Lau 2004; Gong et al. 2015b). Studying
the leading teleconnection modes and associated climatic
impacts are important for better understanding of the global
and regional climate system, especially the South Asian and
the East Asian monsoon systems (Dogar et al. 2017).
Summer precipitation over the East Asia–West Pacific
region (EA–WP) is influenced by the northwestern Pacific
subtropical high (PASH), which is part of the EASM system. The northward movement and westward extension of
PASH influences the moisture transportation from low latitude to mid-high latitude areas. They cause anomalous convective activities over the northwestern Pacific and coastal
areas that trigger severe drought and flooding events in EA
(Huang et al. 1998; Ding and Chan 2005; Li et al. 2008).
The PASH is characterized by interactions among its components in the meridional direction (Lu 2004), i.e., either
the East Asia–Pacific (EAP) teleconnection (Huang 1987)
or the Pacific–Japan (PJ) teleconnection (Nitta 1987) plays
an important role in mediating influence of PASH on summertime climate in EA–WP. The obvious meridional tripole
pattern from the tropics pole-ward to the extra-tropics, triggered by anomalies of convective activities over the tropical
western Pacific, causes the summertime moisture transportation fluxes and precipitation in East Asia. This mechanism
presents the corresponding tripole pattern on different time
scales (Huang et al. 2012a). The EAP pattern has been used
to explain the internal process of the meridional tripole pattern of the spatial and temporal variability of the EASM
system on interannual and interdecadal scales (Huang et al.
2006, 2012b). Accordingly, the spatial distributions of
summertime drought and flood events over East Asia have
a similar characteristic of the meridional tripole pattern as
the EAP teleconnection (Huang et al. 2007).
Meanwhile, the Silk Road (SR) teleconnection (Enomoto
et al. 2003), as a wave-like pattern observed from the meridional wind field at 200 hPa, is another dominant teleconnection pattern that influences summer climate in EA–WP. SR
especially influences the interannual variability of PASH
from the zonal direction (Takaya and Nakamura 2001;
Kosaka et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2013). Ding and Chan (2005)
suggests that the propagation of the Rossby wave train along
the jet stream across the Eurasian continent to East Asia at
the upper levels may influence the south-northward advance
and retreat of the summer PASH. This process may further
influence the onset and offset date of the summer precipitation season over East Asia (Feng et al. 2013; Gong et al.
2015a, 2016). Kosaka et al. (2012) also revealed that the
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SR pattern, another dominant teleconnection that influences
the northwestern PASH and East Asia, is unpredictable at
monthly to seasonal leading time scale, limiting the seasonal
predictability of summer precipitation in East Asia.
Based on the above discussion, the meridional pattern of
summer precipitation anomalies over EA–WP has correlations with both EAP and SR teleconnections. Furthermore,
Lu (2004) revealed that the interaction of SR with EAP modulates the EAP teleconnection exhibiting an intraseasonal
difference between early summer and late summer. Kosaka
et al. (2012) analyzed the interference of SR teleconnection to the anomalous summer climate of 2010 in East Asia.
These studies imply that the EAP teleconnection pattern
can be modulated by the SR teleconnection. Hsu and Lin
(2007) further presented the relationship of the tripole summer precipitation pattern with both PJ and SR teleconnections and revealed that the PJ teleconnection is more evident
in the positive phase of summer precipitation, while the SR
pattern is more evident in the negative phase.
In view of the above statement, although the EAP and
SR patterns have been revealed, the mechanism of co-action
of EA and SR on influencing the precipitation anomalous
pattern in EA–WP is still obscure. For example, there are
still remaining questions such as (1) along with the meridional tripole pattern, is there any other zonal pattern of summer precipitation caused by the co-influence of EAP and
SR, and (2) if so, what are internal processes and external
forces leading to the zonal anomalous pattern? Therefore, it
is worthwhile to explore atmospheric circulation and precipitation anomaly patterns in EA–WP originating from
different EAP–SR compositions, and the relevant physical
mechanism.
In this study, we use the EAP index (Huang 2004) and
a defined SR index to identify their probable compositions
in different phases. Then, the distinct anomalous patterns
of precipitation and atmospheric circulation in EA–WP of
EAP–SR compositions, which remained unnoticed in previous studies, are presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we discuss
the possible physical mechanism of EAP and SR compositions through the analysis of thermal convective activity
and wave-activity propagation. The SST anomalies and wave
patterns corresponding to EAP–SR compositions are presented in Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions and brief discussions
are given in Sect. 6.

2 Data and method
Atmospheric circulation data used in this study includes
the monthly data from NCEP re-analysis in terms of the
geopotential height, wind, omega, specific humidity at different levels from 1979 to 2015 (Masao et al. 2002). Data of
Outgoing Long wave Radiation (OLR) and surface pressure
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from 1979 to 2015 is also from NCEP re-analysis. The CPC
merged analysis of precipitation (CMAP) monthly precipitation observation dataset from 1979 to 2015 is interpolated
to a horizontal resolution of 2.5° × 2.5°. The reconstructed
monthly global sea surface temperature (SST) dataset from
1979 to 2015 is COBE SST produced by Japan Meteorological Administration (Ishii et al. 2005) .
The EAP teleconnection index (Huang 2004) is defined
in formula (1),

IEAP = −0.25Z � (60◦ N, 125◦ E) + 0.5 Z � (40◦ N, 125◦ E)
(1)

− 0.25 Z � (20◦ N, 125◦ E)

̄ is the standardized seasonal
where Z � = sin45∕sin𝜑(Z − Z)
mean 500 hPa anomaly at a grid point with the latitude 𝜑.
Similar to the definition of EAP index, the SR teleconnection index is defined in formula (2),
ISR = −0.25V � (40◦ N, 80◦ E) + 0.5 V � (40◦ N, 110◦ E)
(2)

− 0.25 V � (40◦ N, 140◦ E)

̄ is the standardized seasonal
where V � = sin45◦ ∕sin𝜑(V − V)
mean meridional wind velocity anomaly of a grid point with
the latitude 𝜑 at the level 200-hPa.
The vertically integrated moisture flux (Q) in the troposphere from the surface to 200-hPa is calculated by:
Ps

⃗ =1
⃗
Q
qVdp
g∫

(3)

200

where g, q, V, and ps are the acceleration of gravity, specific humidity, horizontal wind vector, and surface pressure,
respectively (Li et al. 2012).
In order to validate whether indices of EAP and SR
well represent the two teleconnection patterns, correlation coefficients (CCs) of EAP and SR indices, along with
other existing indices representing the same teleconnection pattern, are presented in Table 1. Most CCs are above
the 95% significance level. The correlation coefficient
(Kosaka et al. 2013) of the EAP index defined as proposed
by Huang (2004), has a CC 0.58 with PC-1Z500 reaches
0.58, indicating that the EAP index of this study could
reflect the precipitation features over East Asia. Since the
Table 1  Correlation coefficients of EAP index and SR index with
other similar indices
EAP
PC-1Z500
PC-2Z200
PC-3Z200
WNPSMI

0.58
0.32
0.52
0.36

SR
PC-4v200
CGTI
PC-5Z200

0.88
0.62
0.26

circumglobal teleconnection index (CGTI) suggested by
Ding and Wang (2005) and Ding et al. (2011) could well
explain precipitation anomalies over the subtropical region
in the northern hemisphere, CC of SR index with CGTI
reaches 0.62, implying that the SR index defined in the
study could reflect the SR teleconnection.
Note, Indices compared with EAP include the first principle component of 500-hPa height (PC-1 Z500) over the
region (10°N–70°N, 90°E–160°E), the PC2 of the north
hemispheric 200-hPa geopotential height anomalies (PC2Z200) (Ding et al. 2011), the PC3 of the 200-hPa height
(PC-3 Z200) over the region (0–80°N, 70°E–160°E), the
western Pacific–North America teleconnection index
(WNPSMI) defined as the meridional shear of the 850hPa westerly, in terms of the 850-hPa zonal winds averaged over the southern region (5°N–15°N, 100°E–130°E)
minus that averaged over the northern region (20°N–30°N,
110°E–140°E) (Wang et al. 2001). Indices compared with
SR include the first principle component of 200-hPa
meridional wind field (PC-4V200) and 200-hPa height (PC5 Z200) field over the region (20°N–60°N, 30°E–160°E),
and the circumglobal teleconnection pattern index (CGTI)
defined by average of the 200-hPa geopotential height over
the region (35°N–40°N, 60°E–70°E) (Ding and Chan
2005).
The formula (4) is used to calculate the wave-activity
flux W in pressure (p) coordinates (Hoskins and Karoly
1981; Gong et al. 2013; Qiao et al. 2015):
⎛
⎜
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(4)

where Ψ is the stream-function, f the Coriolis parameter, R
the gas constant, U = (u, v) the horizontal wind velocity, and
𝜎 = CRTP − dT∕dp, with temperature, T and the specific heat
p

at constant pressure, Cp . Over bars and primes denote basicstate quantities and perturbations, respectively. Analysis of
this study in terms of precipitation, circulations, EAP
and SR teleconnections are conducted for the summertime
(June, July and August, JJA).

3 EAP and SR teleconnection
and corresponding composition patterns
Figure 1a shows the first spatial mode (with 30.2% contribution to total variance) extracted through an empirical
orthogonal function (EOF) analysis applied to interannual
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Fig. 1  Spatial pattern of the EOF1 for summer anomalies of a 500hPa geopotential height (unit: gpm) over (10–70°N, 90–160°E) and
b 200-hPa meridional wind velocity (units: m
 s−1) over (20–60°N,
30–160E°) during 1981–2010. Gray lines in b denote 20 and 25 ms−1
contours of the climatological-mean zonal wind velocity, which indicate the Asian jet waveguide. Shadings in a indicate the 95% significance level of regression of 500-hPa geopotential height onto the first
principle component

anomalies of summer geopotential height anomalies at
500-hPa during 1979–2015. This mode has a similar spatial characteristic to the EAP teleconnection (Huang 1987,
2004). In this pattern, summer geopotential anomalies are
characterized by a meridional tripole anomalous pattern in
the low-latitudes (20°N–30°N), mid-latitudes (35°N–50°N),
and high-latitudes (55°N–70°N) region of EA–WP (Fig. 1a).
Compared to the definition of PJ teleconnection (Nitta
1987), there is one more extended anomalous lobe located
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in high-latitude region. The first spatial mode of EOF (with
25.2% contribution to total variance) of the summer meridional wind velocity at 200-hPa is shown in Fig. 1b, which
indicates the SR teleconnection. The SR pattern is dominated by a quasi-stationary Rossby wave train in the upper
troposphere along the summer Asian jet region (30°–50°N).
The SR pattern has four anomalous lobes located at (50°E,
40°N), (80°E, 40°N), (110°E, 40°N), and (140°E, 40°N),
respectively, which are consistent with the previous definitions (Enomoto et al. 2003; Ding and Wang 2005).
To reveal these teleconnection patterns more clearly,
Fig. 2a presents the meridional cross section of these wavelike perturbations regressed onto the first principle component (PC1) of Fig. 1a. The regressed anomalies along 120°E
exhibit a poleward wavelike pattern in the meridional direction. From the lower troposphere to the upper troposphere,
positive anomalies with maximum amplitude are observed
around 20°N and 70°N, while negative anomalies distribute around 40°N. This situation indicates that the wavelike
pattern has an equivalent barotropic structure with slight
northward tilting in the vertical direction. Statistically, significantly correlated regions further identify the tripole pattern is consistent with the EAP teleconnection in Fig. 1a,
indicating that the EAP teleconnection has a deep vertical
structure. The regressed zonal section of geopotential height
onto the first principle component (PC1) of Fig. 1b is presented in Fig. 2b. The zonal cross-section along 40°E exhibits an obvious wave train structure with negative and positive
anomalies aligned with the Asian jet waveguide. Two negative anomalies, with maximum amplitude observed around
30°E–60°E and 90°E–120°E, exhibit deep vertical structure
tilting westward in the whole troposphere, while anomalous
wave patterns within 60°–90°E are restricted mainly in the
middle and upper troposphere. Statistically, significantly
correlated regions also identify that this anomalous phase
pattern is consistent with an eastward-propagating Rossby
wave activity, suggesting that the SR teleconnection has the
vertical structure. The stable vertical structures of EAP and

Fig. 2  a Meridional cross section of geopotential anomalies along 120°E regressed onto the PC1 of Fig. 1a and zonal cross section of geopotential anomalies along 40°N regressed onto the PC1 of Fig. 1b. Shaded areas indicate the 95% significance level
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SR teleconnection, which are consistent with previous studies (Lu 2004, Hsu and Lin 2007; Kosaka et al. 2009), may
cause certain co-action to the summertime atmospheric circulation and climatic anomalies in EA–WP.
In order to study the relationship between EAP and SR
teleconnection (Huang 2004, Hsu and Lin 2007), indices
of EAP teleconnection and SR teleconnection are defined
by using the formula (1) and (2) in Sect. 2, respectively.
Figure 3a shows composite differences of summer precipitation anomalies between five low-value years and five highvalue years of EAP index. Negative precipitation anomalies
with significant positive CCs distributed in tropical region
(10°N–25°N) and extratropical region (50°N–70°N), while
positive precipitation anomalies with significant negative
CCs dominate the subtropical region (30°N–45°N) along
the rainfall band from central East China to the Korean Peninsula, Japan and its maritime region. The spatial distribution of correlation between EAP and summer precipitation
in EA–WP implies the similar meridional tripole pattern
from low latitude areas to high latitude regions as EAP teleconnection. Composite differences of summer precipitation anomalies for SR index has an obvious zonal pattern
along the 40°E longitude (Fig. 3b). Negative anomalies with

(a)
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positive CCs dominate central East China, while positive
anomalies with negative CCs control the region from the
Korean Peninsula to Japan and its maritime region. The relationship between SR and summer precipitation may cause
the latter’s zonal structure to align with the zonal direction
wave pattern shown in Fig. 1b.

4 EAP and SR composition and related
summer precipitation pattern
and atmospheric circulation
Figure 4a presents the time series of EAP and SR indices,
both are dominated by the interannual variation. Based on
the two series, scatter distribution of EAP and SR (Fig. 4b)
shows four patterns of EAP–SR composition, with anomalous phases as pattern I (positive EAP–positive SR, + +),
pattern II (negative EAP–positive SR, − +), pattern III
(negative EAP–negative SR, − −) and pattern IV (positive EAP–negative SR, + −), respectively. Table 2 presents
corresponding years of different EAP–SR composition patterns. Year numbers for EAP–SR patterns vary from 6 to
11, implying the separation according to anomalous phase
of EAP and SR index is meaningful. Therefore, these four
patterns of EAP–SR composition can be used for further
analysis of corresponding patterns of summer precipitation anomalies and atmospheric circulation anomalies in
EA–WP.
Both EAP and SR teleconnections have obvious effect
on the summer precipitation in EA–WP, which replace the
westward expansion/eastward retreat of the PASH (Lu and
Lin 2009; Kosaka et al. 2012) and influence moisture transport from the subtropics to the extratropics (Huang et al.
2007). Four patterns of summer precipitation anomalies and

(b)

Fig. 3  Composited differences of summer precipitation anomalies
(units, mm) between five low-value years and five high-value years
for index of a EAP and b SR; Correlations (shading) of summer precipitation anomalies with index of a EAP and b SR, respectively.
Correlation coefficients below the 95% significance level are not plotted

Fig. 4  EAP and SR curves (a) and scatter diagram indicating yearly
distribution of EAP index and SR index (b)
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Table 2  Years corresponding to
different EAP–SR composition
patterns

Z. Gong et al.
EAP–SR

Years

Pattern I (+ +)
Pattern II (− +)
Pattern III (− −)
Pattern IV (+ −)

1979, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1990, 1994, 1995, 1997, 2004, 2007, 2013
1980, 1983, 1992, 1996, 2003, 2008
1986, 1987, 1991, 1993, 1998, 2002, 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015
1981, 1982, 1989, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2005, 2006, 2010, 2012

“+” denotes positive index value, “−” denotes negative index value. Pattern I “+ +” denotes the EAP–SR
composition with positive EAP index and positive SR index. Other three patterns have corresponding definitions as pattern I

500-hPa geopotential height anomalies corresponding to different EAP–SR compositions are exhibited in Figs. 5 and
6, respectively. Values larger than 0.5 standard deviations
for both EAP and SR indices are selected to perform the
composite analysis for Pattern I (III). Values larger than 0.3
standard deviations are selected for Pattern II (IV) because
years that belong to these two patterns are less than the
other two. Accordingly, 5 years (1979, 1984, 1994, 2007,
and 2013) for pattern I, 4 years (1980, 1983, 2003, and
2008) for pattern II, 5 years (1991, 1993, 2002, 2009, and
2014) for pattern III and 7 years (1982, 1989, 1999, 2000,
2005, 2006, 2010) for pattern IV are selected respectively
for composite analysis. For the pattern I, when summer precipitation is above normal in the tropical and extratropical
region (Fig. 5a), negative anomalies of geopotential height
at 500-hPa are obvious over the low latitude regions and
high latitude regions of eastern EA–WP (Fig. 6a). Precipitation anomalies show west-east opposite phase over the
subtropical region (Fig. 5a) accompanied by the positivenegative-positive wave like pattern from west to east along
the 40°N zonal belt at 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies (Fig. 6a). For pattern II, summer precipitation anomalies
show a tripole pattern with negative anomalies located in the
tropical and extratropical regions and with positive anomalies distributed in the subtropical regions from west to east
(Fig. 5b). Correspondingly, geopotential height anomalies
at 500-hPa show the tripole pattern in meridional direction
over EA–WP, while the west-positive east-negative pattern
is replaced by the consistent negative anomalies along the
band from lower reaches of the Yangtze river to Japan and
the East regions (Fig. 6b). Composite differences of summer
precipitation for pattern III–pattern I (Fig. 5c) have the similar spatial structure, but converse phase distribution of pattern I. Geopotential height anomalies in Fig. 6c correspondingly present the triple meridional structure along the band
from North China to Japan, and exhibit a negative-positivenegative wave train from west to east along the 40°N zonal
band over the subtropical regions. Composite differences
of summer precipitation (Fig. 5d) and geopotential height
(Fig. 6d) for pattern IV–pattern II exhibit a similar spatial
structure of pattern II, but with converse phases anomalies.
The summer precipitation composition modes of Pattern III
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and pattern IV show significant correlation with the modes
of pattern I and II, with the spatial CCs are respectively
− 0.59 and − 0.33, both passing the 99% significance level.
That is to say, pattern III have the similar spatial structure
but converse phase anomaly as pattern I.
Since four EAP–SR patterns are not totally independent
from each other, the fraction variance percentage (Vari,j) of
each grid point is calculated as formula (5)

∑N

Vari,j = ∑k=1
M

2

̄
(Rk − R)

̄ 2
(Rl − R)
l=1

× 100%

(k = 1, 2, 3, … , N; l = 1, 2, 3, … , M)

(5)

where, Rk is the precipitation at each grid point, R̄ is
the average precipitation for 1991–2015, l denotes the
EAP–SR pattern, N is the number of years for each composition pattern, M is the total number of years from
(1991 to 2015. The percentage
) variance for each pattern,
VarL , L = I, II, III, and IV , is calculated as the average for all the grid points within the region (10°N–70°N,
90°E–160°E). Percentage variance of summer precipitation explained by each of the four patterns are 12.5, 8.2,
8.0 and 19.6% respectively. Figure 7a, b show the relevant
spatial features as those indicated in Fig. 5a, b, implying that the precipitation pattern defined by the EAP–SR
composition is meaningful. As the spatial distribution of
pattern III are respectively similar to the pattern I, the
percentage variances figures are omitted. Therefore, it
is possible that the major EA–WP summer precipitation variability can be represented by these four patterns,
which are categorized based on the EAP–SR composite.
Geopotential height anomalies show a vertical wave
pattern tilting slightly westward in the zonal direction over
the subtropical region, exhibiting an equivalent barotropic
structure for both pattern I and pattern II of EAP–SR
compositions (Fig. 8a, c). Continuous negative (positive)
anomalies in the zonal direction dominate the subtropical
region for pattern II and pattern IV (Fig. 8b, d). Zonal
cross-sections of vertical geopotential height anomalies
averaged between 120°E and 130°E (Fig. 8e–h), demonstrate consistent tripole patterns between 30°N and 60°N,
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 5  Composited abnormal (units: mm) of summer precipitation for pattern I (a) and Pattern II (b) of EAP–SR composition; differences of
composited abnormal (units: mm) for (c) pattern III–pattern I, (d) pattern IV–pattern II. Dotted areas indicate the 95% significance level

reflect that the anomalies over the subtropical region for
pattern II are much weaker compared with pattern I (III).
Anomalies of 500-hPa wind vectors and integrated
moisture divergence for EAP–SR patterns are presented
in Fig. 9. For pattern I (Fig. 9a), wind anomalies at the
middle troposphere (500-hPa) feature anomalous cyclones
(anticyclone) over the tropical and the extratropical region
(the subtropical region). These conditions, owing to the
correlation of summer precipitation anomaly pattern with
the anomalies of wind vectors and the moisture convergence (divergence) (Lu et al. 2006; Lu and Lin 2009; Xu
et al. 2015), result in positive (negative) precipitation
anomalies over the tropical and the extratropical regions
(the subtropical region) of eastern EA–WP. Meanwhile,
an anticyclone-cyclone-anticyclone-cyclone coupled
wave train features the subtropical region from west to

east. The significant cyclone (anticyclone) over the West
China (the North China-Japan region) leads to positive
(negative) precipitation anomalies in North China (Japan
and its maritime region). Composite differences of wind
vectors and moisture divergence for pattern III–pattern I
presented in Fig. 9c reflect that pattern III has the opposite spatial phase characteristics compared to pattern I.
Meanwhile, for pattern II (Fig. 9b), wind vectors feature
an anomalous anticyclone-cyclone-anticyclone meridional tripole pattern in the meridional direction, leading
to the tripole anomalous precipitation distribution. The
pattern I’s wave train over the subtropical region (Fig. 9a)
is replaced by two cyclones controlling the western and
eastern portions of the subtropical regions, which causes
a positive precipitation band from the Yangtze River Basin
to Japan. Figure 9d reflects that wind vectors and moisture
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Fig. 6  Same as Fig. 5 but for composite anomalies of summer geopotential height (units: gpm) at 500-hPa. Shadings indicate the 95% significance level

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7  Spatial distribution of percentage variance (unit: %) of summer precipitation for pattern I (a) and pattern II (b) of EAP–SR composition

divergence for pattern IV have the opposite spatial phase
characteristics of pattern II.
Figure 10a, b are distributions of CCs of summer geopotential height anomalies with index of EAP and SR,

13

respectively. Negative CCs of EAP distribute in both tropical and extratropical regions, but positive ones in subtropical regions, reflecting the tripole structure in the meridional
direction. CCs of SR feature positive–negative-positive
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Fig. 8  Same as Fig. 5 but for the meridional cross-sections of geopotential (contour, gpm) along 40°N (a–d) and zonal cross-sections of average
between 120°E–130°E (e–h) from 1000-hPa to 100-hPa. Shadings indicate the 95% significance level

values from 80°E to 130°E along the zonal direction of
subtropical region. Since significantly correlated regions of
EAP and SR overlapped in the Korean Peninsula, Japan and
maritime regions, effect of EAP–SR compositions on the
geopotential height at the 500-hPa level can be explained

by schematic diagrams of Fig. 10c, d. Pattern I of EAP–SR
composition with positive–positive indices have a “+ − +”
anomaly structure from west to east in the zonal direction
and “− + −” anomaly structure from south to north in the
meridional direction. The overlapped positive anomalies in
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 9  Same as Fig. 5 but for divergence of integrated moisture from the surface to 200 hPa (shading, 10−5 kg m−2 s−1) and wind anomalies (vector, ms−1) at 500 hPa. Only wind vectors above the 95% significance level are plotted

the subtropical region may strengthen the negative-positive
anomalous phase contrast between the lobe east of and the
lobe west of 120°E, and also strengthen the tripole anomalous structure in the meridional direction (Fig. 10 c), leading to the geopotential height pattern exhibited in Fig. 6a.
Pattern III of EAP–SR composition with negative–negative
indices has a similar explanation of pattern I. Fig. 10d shows
pattern IV of EAP–SR composition with positive–negative
indices, implying that the positive anomalous lobe of EAP in
the subtropical region overlaps with the negative anomalous
lobe of SR in the same region, which may weaken negative
anomalies of SR and lead to the weak positive anomalies.
Therefore, phase characteristics present two positive lobes in
the zonal direction of the subtropical region (Fig. 6b). Meanwhile, negative lobes over extratropical and tropical regions
respectively expand southward and northward, compressing
the lobe over the subtropical region, causing the narrow and
weak band of geopotential height anomalies. Pattern IV of
EAP–SR composition shown in Fig. 6d can be explained
with the similar mechanism as of pattern II.
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5 The physical dynamics causes for EAP–SR
compositions
5.1 The physical dynamics process of EAP
teleconnection
The tropical western Pacific has the highest Sea Surface
Temperatures (SSTs) around the global sea surface. Due to
the dominant thermal states of this region, SSTs of the tropical West Pacific play an important role in triggering strong
convective activity and convergence of air and moisture
around the Philippines (Cornejo-Garrido and Stone 1977;
Huang 1987; Nitta 1987; Ding 2007). Many studies (Kosaka
and Nakamura 2006; Li et al. 2008) also show that EAP
teleconnections are caused by the heating anomaly due to
thermal anomalies of the tropical West Pacific, or by convective activity anomalies around Indonesia. The time series of
the SST average for the Indonesia maritime continent (IMC,
Indonesia and surrounding seas, 5°S–5°N, 100°E–130°E),
within which SST anomalies are negatively correlated with
the EAP index, is calculated.
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Fig. 10  Spatial distribution of CCs of geopotential height anomalies
at 500-hPa with a EAP and b SR and the schematic diagram of the
combination of EAP and SR teleconnections at 500-hPa with c same
phase and d opposite phase. Shadings in a, b indicate the 95% sig-

nificance level. For the schematic diagrams, black lines and gray contours represent the EAP and SR teleconnection, respectively, while
straight contours indicate positive anomalies and dash contours indicate negative anomalies

Regression anomalies of Outgoing Longwave Radiation
(OLR) in Fig. 11a indicate that negative OLR dominates
the tropical West Pacific, which may cause the anomalous
convective heating and trigger the corresponding enhanced
convective activity in this area. This enhanced convective
activity causes an anomalous upward motion (Fig. 11b) and
results in the cyclonic wind vector and positive vorticity
anomalies at 850-hPa (Fig. 11c), and vice versa (Kosaka
and Nakamura 2006). Meanwhile, positive OLR, downward
motion, anticyclonic wind vector, and negative vorticity
anomalies are observed over the SCS, which indicates that
the positive geopotential height anomalies may dominate
over this region. Meanwhile, negative OLR anomalies are
observed around Japan and its maritime region (Fig. 11a),
corresponding to enhanced convective activity (Fig. 11b)
and positive geopotential height anomalies at 500-hPa.
Corresponding to the significant meridional components,
coupled vertical motions and horizontal wind anomalies
from tropical region to extratropical region could be seen in
Fig. 11b, c, indicating the interaction between different components of the tripole wave pattern. The regressed summer
precipitation presents the positive-negative-positive-negative

spatial structure from the south to north (Fig. 11d) which
is consistent with the OLR distribution shown in Fig. 11a.
Therefore, thermal activity caused by anomalies of SSTs
over the tropical West Pacific, especially over the IMC,
might be one of the external forces for triggering the EAP
teleconnection.
The composite OLR of pattern I indicates the meridional tripole structure from south to north and the zonal
dipole structure along the 40°N, matching the precipitation
distribution very well (Fig. 12a). It is also noted that the
composite summer precipitation over the tropical region
are different from the IMC SST regressed OLR (Fig. 11a)
and precipitation pattern (Fig. 11d), implying there might
be other factors that impact the EAP teleconnection. (Wang
et al. 2009) suggested that the WNP monsoon trough convection over the Philippine Sea could be influenced by the
ENSO, which may affect the summer WNP subtropical high
and the rainfall pattern over EA through the EAP teleconnection. The tropical East SST regressed summer precipitation and OLR presents the similar structure as pattern I of
EAP-SR composition, reflecting SST over the tropical East
Pacific also plays an important role in triggering the EAP
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(a)

(c)

(b)
(d)

Fig. 11  Regression of anomalies of a OLR (units: W m
 −2), b meridional cross-section of vorticity (shading, units: ×106 s−1) along 125°E
and omega (vectors, − 0.01*Pa s−1) along 125°E from 1000-hPa to
100-hPa, c vorticity (shading, units: ×106 s−1) at 850-hPa (contour)
and the corresponding wind vector (units: m s−1), d standardized

summer precipitation onto the time series of the SST average for the
Indonesia maritime continent (IMC, Indonesia and surrounding seas,
5°S–5°N, 100°E–130°E). Dotted areas in a, d indicate the 95% significance level, vectors of vertical motion below the 95% significance
level in c are not plotted

pattern and influencing the relevant summer precipitation
structure. Furthermore, the OLR of pattern II (Fig. 12b)
shows the wave train structure in the meridional direction
which is consistent with the IMC related OLR (Fig. 11a) and
precipitation pattern (Fig. 11d), indicating the IMC related
precipitation anomaly is comparable to the precipitation and
OLR anomaly pattern. Accordingly, the remote tropical East
SST forcing as well as the local SST forcing are both key

factors for producing the principle portion of summer precipitation over EA–WP (Zhou et al. 2009).
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5.2 The atmospheric process of SR teleconnection
With respect to the SR teleconnection as a zonal wave train,
Lu and Kim (2004) explained that this teleconnection may
be due to the eastward propagation of the Rossby wave
train along the westerly jet stream at 200-hPa. Kosaka et al.
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(a)
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(c)

(b)

Fig. 12  Composite abnormal of summer precipitation (shading, units:
mm) and OLR (contour, units: W m
 −2) for a pattern I, b pattern II
of EAP–SR composition, and regression of the standardized summer

(2009) revealed that the SR’s extraction of available potential energy from the baroclinic Asian jet is highly efficient
for its self-maintenance. Kosaka et al. (2012) further simulated that blocking developed over eastern Europe in 2010
was instrumental in triggering the SR teleconnection. Correlation between SR and meridional wind velocity anomalies at 200-hPa is shown in Fig. 13a. Significant correlation
exhibits a wave pattern originating from Western Europe,
extending to Japan along the Asian jet stream. The time
series of the geopotential height anomalies averaged over
the possible source of the SR teleconnection in East Europe
(37.5°N–40.0°N, 60°E–62.5°E) is defined as the EUG index
(EUGI). Meridional wind velocity anomalies regressed onto
the EUGI (Fig. 13b) present a wave train pattern along the
Asian jet stream. Regressed geopotential height anomalies
and vorticity anomalies at 200-hPa (Fig. 13c) also show a
similar wave train structure as the SR teleconnection.
It is also noted that a waveguide originates from Eastern
Europe and propagates to Pakistan and northeastern India.
According to a previous study (Ding and Wang 2005), an
anomalous high can be triggered over Eastern Europe, causing a Rossby wave train propagation from western Europe
to west-central Asia, resulting in an enhanced convection
and precipitation over northwestern India and Pakistan.
Figure 14 indicates that the MJJ (May, June, and July) precipitation may trigger the positive geopotential height and
negative vorticity anomalies over central East Asia. Figure 15a, b show anomalies of Z200, vorticity, and meridional wind velocity at 200-hPa regressed onto the time series
of the Z200 averaged over the central Asia (37.5°N–40°N,
60°E–62.5°E), reflecting a wave pattern from West Asia to
Japan. That is to say, strengthened Z200 over central West
Asia could generates the SR teleconnection along the Asian

precipitation and OLR onto the SST time series averaged over the
tropical East Pacific region (0–10°N, 90°W–120°W), dotted areas in c
indicate the 95% significance level for the summer precipitation

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13  Spatial distribution of a CCs of SR with meridional wind
velocity anomalies, regression of b meridional wind velocity anomalies (contours, units: m s −1), and vorticity anomalies (units: 1 0−6 s−1)
and geopotential height (gpm) at 200-hPa onto the EUGI index.
Shadings in a, b indicate the 95% significance level. Blue lines in b
indicate the Asian jet; vectors of wave-activity flux below 0.5 in c are
not plotted

jet stream. Figure 15c shows that MJJ precipitation over
India and Pakistan could regress the wave train existed in
the meridional wind field. Therefore, in combination with
previous studies (Lu 2004; Ding and Wang 2005; Sato and
Takahashi 2006; Kosaka et al. 2009; Lau and Kim 2012),
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atmospheric anomalies in the upper troposphere over Eastern Europe might be the internal factor triggering the wave
train propagation southwestward, causing the precipitation
over Pakistan and northeastern India. The leading precipitation, in turn, strengthens the anomalous high over westcentral Asia and then generates and maintains the SR teleconnection downstream.

6 SST anomaly and wave pattern
corresponding to the EAP–SR composition

Fig. 14  Regression of summer (JJA) anomalies of Z200 (contour,
units: gpm), vorticity (shading, units: ×106 s−1) and wind velocity
(vector, ms−1) at 200-hPa onto the time series of the precipitation
anomalies (MJJ) averaged over the region (18°N–30°N, 65°E–75°E).
Vectors below the 95% significance level are not plotted

(a)

(b)

Section 4 revealed that anomalies of tropical Pacific SST is
the major external force for exciting the EAP teleconnection,
while the internal atmospheric anomalies and wave-activity
are the major reasons for motivating and maintaining the SR
teleconnection. The SST anomaly and wave-activity pattern
corresponding to EAP–SR compositions are presented in
this section.
Figure 16a shows the anomalies of SST corresponding
to pattern I of EAP–SR composition, in which SCS, Bay of
Bengal, the eastern tropical Indian Ocean and the tropical
Pacific around the Philippines are dominated by negative
SST anomalies. Meanwhile, negative SST is also observed
in the tropical East Pacific. On the one side, as addressed
in Sect. 4.1, negative SST anomalies over IMC suppress
the convective activity in the tropical region, causing the
anomalous upward motion and negative geopotential height
at 500-hPa over the SCS through function of the Hadley
circulation, then result in a positive EAP teleconnection. On
the other hand, negative SSTs over tropical East Pacific may
strengthen the convective activity in West Pacific, trigger the
positive EAP and produce more precipitation in West Pacific

(c)
(a)

Fig. 15  Regression of anomalies of a Z200 (contour, units: ghm) and
vorticity (shading, units: ×106 s−1), and b meridional wind velocity
(contour, units, ms−1) at 200-hPa onto the time series of the Z200
averaged over the region (37.5°N–40°N, 60°E–62.5°E); c meridional wind velocity (vector, ms−1) at 200 hPa onto the time series of
the precipitation average over the region (18°N–30°N, 65°E–75°E).
Blue lines in b, c are 30 and 40 ms−1 of contours of the climatological-mean zonal wind velocity, which indicate the Asian jet waveguide. Vorticity below the 95% significance level in a are not plotted.
Yellow and blue shadings indicate the positive and negative 95% significance level

(b)

Fig. 16  Composite anomalies of SST (units: °C) for a pattern I and b
pattern II of EAP–SR composition. Shadings indicate the 95% significance level
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(Fig. 12a). For pattern II of EAP–SR composition, positive
SSTs anomalies over tropical East Pacific is not significant
(Fig. 16b), indicating its weak tele-influence on West Pacific
convection. Meanwhile, SSTs over IMC are dominated by
positive SST anomalies (Fig. 16b), which can strengthen
the heat convection, promote the anomalous upward motion
at tropical region and cause the downward motion near the
SCS through the Hadley circulation function, then lead to
a negative EAP teleconnection and summer precipitation
pattern presented in Fig. 12b. Therefore, the tropical East
Pacific SST probably has a dominating impact on EAP teleconnection for pattern I, while the IMC SST plays an important role in influencing the EAP of pattern II. Pattern III (IV)
of EAP–SR composition has the negative (positive) EAP
phase as pattern II (I), the corresponding spatial distribution
of SST anomalies is quite similar.
Figure 17a presents atmospheric anomalies and waveactivity flux of pattern I, in which eastern Europe is controlled by southward wind velocity anomalies and weak
positive vorticity. Significant vorticity coupled with each
other along the Asian jet stream, accompanied by eastward
propagation of wave-activity fluxes, the meridional wind
anomalies exhibit a “−+−+−” pattern at 200-hPa from
eastern Europe to Japan (Kosaka et al. 2012). Meanwhile,
atmospheric anomalies and wave-activity flux of pattern IV
are presented in Fig. 17b. Anomalies of meridional wind
velocity and vorticity exhibit similar spatial structures but
opposite anomalous phase of pattern I. Eastward wave-activity fluxes indicate the wave train may have originated from
atmospheric anomalies over Eastern Europe, accompanied
by a “+−+−+” structure for meridional wind anomalies at
(a)

(b)

Fig. 17  Composite anomalies of summer meridional wind velocity
(contours, units: ms−1), vorticity (shaded, units: ×106 s−1) and waveactivity flux (arrows, units: m−2s−2) at 200-hpa level for a pattern I
and b pattern IV of EAP–SR composition. Yellow shading indicates
negative vorticity, while blue shading indicates positive vorticity.
Vectors of wave-activity flux below 1.0 are not plotted
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200-hPa. Since atmospheric circulation anomalies and waveactivity flux of pattern II (III), respectively, have similar
anomalous structures as patterns I (IV), the spatial distribution figure is omitted.

7 Conclusion and brief discussion
EAP teleconnection has a close relationship with the meridional tripole pattern of summer precipitation over EA–WP,
while SR teleconnection can affect the zonal anomalous
wave pattern of summer precipitation along the Asian jet.
Since origins of EAP and SR teleconnections are independent of each other (Huang 1987; Nitta 1987; Enomoto
et al. 2003) and both teleconnections have influences on the
climate of subtropical region, EAP–SR compositions are
divided as pattern I (+ +), pattern II (+ −), pattern III (− −),
and pattern IV (− +) based on EAP and SR indices for better understanding of the EAP–SR co-action on impacting
climate anomalies in EA–WP.
Spatial distribution of summer precipitation over EA–WP
for pattern I (pattern III) shows tripole meridional structure
from low latitude to high latitude regions, with significant
positive (negative) anomalies over tropical and extratropical regions, and negative (positive) anomalies over subtropical regions. This meridional tripole pattern is more
distinct in the region east of 120°E than west of that longitude. The zonal precipitation anomalies of pattern I (pattern III) present west–positive (negative) and east–negative
(positive) structure in subtropical region. Meanwhile, summer precipitation of pattern II EAP–SR composition also
exhibits tripole structure in meridional direction, while the
zonal structure over subtropical regions presents narrow but
continuous positive (negative) anomalies along the band
between 30–40°E.
Corresponding to the summer precipitation spatial anomalous distribution, geopotential height at 500-hPa shows the
tripole meridional anomaly structure for pattern I (III) of
EAP–SR composition, while the zonal anomalies along
the Asian jet exhibit the “+−+” (−+−) wave pattern along
the subtropical region from west to east. For pattern II, the
meridional anomalous pattern at 500-hP has a similar tripole
structure, while the zonal wave pattern is replaced by the
continuous negative (positive) anomalies over the subtropical region from the middle East China to Japan. Vertical sections of geopotential height anomalies further indicate that
the EAP–SR composition maintains the atmospheric tripole
anomalous pattern in the meridional direction. Besides, Pattern I (III) presents wave-like anomalous structure in the
zonal direction over subtropical region of Eastern EA–WP,
while pattern II (IV) exhibits continuous anomalies along
the band around 40°N, with the anomaly intensity over subtropical regions being much weakened and anomaly belt
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obviously compressed. It is implied that spatial distributions of geopotential height anomalies are consistent with
the anomalous structure of summer precipitation in EA–WP.
Moreover, spatial distribution of wind anomalies and moisture divergence (convergence) further demonstrate the possibility that summer precipitation patterns over EA–WP are
caused by co-action of EAP and SR teleconnections.
The dynamical process of EAP teleconnection indicates
that the thermal activity caused by anomalies of SST over
the IMC is the external force for causing the EAP teleconnection. Meanwhile, atmospheric anomalies in the upper
troposphere over eastern Europe might be the internal factor
in causing wave train propagation to southward, triggering
the precipitation over Pakistan and Northeastern India. The
leading precipitation, in turn, will strengthen the anomalous
high over west-central Asia that generates and maintains
the teleconnection downstream of SR. Interpretation of the
schematic mechanism for the co-action of EAP and SR teleconnection on influencing summer precipitation in EA–WP
can be inferred in Fig. 18.
In Fig. 18a of pattern I, negative SST anomalies over
tropical East Pacific may strengthen convective activity in
the whole West Pacific, trigger the positive EAP teleconnection and produce more precipitation. Besides, the negative
anomalies of SST over IMC can further weaken the thermal

(a) Posi ve EAP – Posive SR
SR teleconnecon at
200hPa

Less precipitaon
SSTA (-)

(b) Nega ve EAP – Posive SR
SR teleconnecon at
200hPa

Less precipitaon
SSTA (+)

Normal SSTA

Fig. 18  Schematic diagram of the co-action of EAP and SR teleconnection on impacting the summer precipitation anomalous pattern
over EA–WP. Black contours denote SR teleconnection at 200-hPa
and red contours denote EAP teleconnection at 500-hPa. Arrows
denote wave activity flux of Rossby wave train and vertical overturning circulation of EAP. Red shadings denote the positive SST anomaly, blue shading denotes the negative SST anomaly, green shadings
denote more precipitation and yellow shadings denote less precipitation
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convective activity, causing anomalous downward motion
in equatorial region but upward motion over the SCS. The
upward motion triggers negative anomalies in the middle
troposphere (500-hPa) over low latitude regions through
the function of Hadley circulation. Along with an equivalent barotropic structure tilting slightly northward, Rossby
wave-like perturbations propagate northward in the lower
and the middle troposphere, causing positive anomalies
at 500-hPa over the subtropical regions. With the similar
wave-activity propagating mechanism, negative anomalies
dominate the high latitude region at 500-hPa. Meanwhile, in
the zonal direction, positive anomalies at 500-hPa in Eastern
Europe cause the wave-activity flux to propagate eastward
along the Rossby wave train, which may also strengthen the
precipitation over northeastern India and Pakistan. This situation causes the anomalous wave pattern “+−+−+” with
positive SR teleconnection along the Asian jet stream at
500-hPa level. A positive SR-induced positive geopotential height anomalies over the Korean Peninsula and Japan
overlapped with the positive lobe of EAP teleconnection,
which may strengthen the west-negative and east-positive
contrast anomalies across 120°E. Accordingly, pattern I of
EAP–SR composition cause a meridional tripole pattern
with more precipitation over low and high latitude regions,
and less precipitation in subtropical regions in EA–WP. It
also makes the zonal dipole pattern to exhibit more precipitation over central East China, but less precipitation over the
Korean Peninsula, Japan, and maritime region. In pattern II
(Fig. 18b), the SST anomalies over the tropical East Pacific
is not significant, causing the weak tele-impact on the tropical West Pacific. Meanwhile, the negative anomalies of the
IMC SST cause the negative EAP teleconnection. Corresponding negative anomalies over subtropical regions may
weaken the positive SR-induced positive anomalies over
the Korean Peninsula and Japan, leading to the continuous
negative anomalies at 500-hPa over subtropical regions from
central East China to Japan. Accordingly, more precipitation occurs over subtropical regions, while less precipitation
exists over low latitude and high latitude regions in EA–WP.
Pattern III of EAP–SR composition has a similar mechanism
as Pattern I, while Pattern IV is similar to Pattern II.
Previous studies have also suggested that the mechanisms
for triggering EAP teleconnection are diverse. For example,
WPSH–ocean interaction can provide a source of climate
predictability that extends ENSO impacts to upstream midlatitudes, affecting the South Asian and EASM as a primary
circulation system (Wang and Fan 1994; Wang et al. 2013).
The PJ pattern is the atmospheric manifestation of an air–sea
coupled mode spanning the Indo-NWP warm pool. The PJ
pattern forces the Indian Ocean (IO) via a westward propagating atmospheric Rossby wave. In response, IO SST feeds
back and reinforces the PJ pattern via a tropospheric Kelvin wave. Ocean coupling increases both the amplitude and
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temporal persistence of the PJ pattern (Kosaka et al. 2013).
The North-West Pacific anticyclone (NWP-AC) is embedded
in a large-scale meridionally anti-symmetric Indo-Pacific
atmospheric circulation response and has been shown to
exhibit large impacts on precipitation in Asia (Stuecker et al.
2015). In this paper, we focused our attention on the role
of tropical West Pacific SSTs heating anomalies in exciting the EAP teleconnection through the function of tropical
Hadley circulation. Therefore, local SST-induced convection
could be argued as one of the explanations to the physical
dynamics forming the EAP teleconnection. This study further confirms the theory proposed by (Wang et al. 2009),
in terms of the origins, there are two categories of summer
precipitation modes in EA: ENSO related and non-ENSO
(or weak ENSO) related.
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